Growth factor delivery: Defining the next generation platforms for tissue engineering.
Growth factors play a crucial role in tissue engineering by directing the fate of cells and allowing the formation of tissues. Understanding the key requirements for growth factor delivery can point the way towards novel tissue engineering platforms. Growth factor suffer from a tendency to lose their bioactivity upon environmental and physical changes. The need for biomaterials that can preserve the native form of growth factor has directed interest towards hydrogels (e.g. gelatin, alginate) and hydrophobic polymers (e.g. polycaprolactone). In recent advances, the use of composite materials such as PCL-chitosan (hydrogel-hydrophobic polymer) and gelatin-alginate (hydrogel-hydrogel polymers) has opened the possibility of fine tuning the delivery systems. Other current research is exploring new delivery strategies for growth factors such as the use of bioreactors and delivery by molecule-recognition. In particular, systems that allow the delivery of growth factors in a 3-dimensional manner are promising compared to conventional methods. This review analyses the biological considerations, material selection, and delivery strategies that have been established as the pivotal components for growth factor delivery and will support the next generation of tissue engineering platforms by providing a comprehensive landscape for the growth factor delivery field. The last part of the review discusses the current challenges and promising future directions for delivering growth factors.